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Abstract

Recent works have proven that many relevant visual

tasks are closely related one to another. Yet, this connection

is seldom deployed in practice due to the lack of practical

methodologies to transfer learned concepts across different

training processes. In this work, we introduce a novel adap-

tation framework that can operate across both task and do-

mains. Our framework learns to transfer knowledge across

tasks in a fully supervised domain (e.g., synthetic data) and

use this knowledge on a different domain where we have

only partial supervision (e.g., real data). Our proposal is

complementary to existing domain adaptation techniques

and extends them to cross tasks scenarios providing addi-

tional performance gains. We prove the effectiveness of

our framework across two challenging tasks (i.e., monoc-

ular depth estimation and semantic segmentation) and four

different domains (Synthia, Carla, Kitti, and Cityscapes).

1. Introduction

Deep learning has revolutionized computer vision re-

search and set forth a general framework to address a va-

riety of visual tasks (e.g., classification, depth estimation,

semantic segmentation, . . . ). The existence of a common

framework suggests a close relationship between different

tasks that should be exploitable to alleviate the dependence

on huge labeled training sets. Unfortunately, most state-of-

the-art methods ignore these connections and instead focus

on a single task by solving it in isolation through supervised

learning on a specific domain (i.e., dataset). Should the do-

main or task change, common practice would require acqui-

sition of a new annotated training set followed by retraining

or fine-tuning the model. However, any deep learning prac-

titioner can testify that the effort to annotate a dataset is

usually quite substantial and does vary significantly across

tasks, potentially requiring ad-hoc acquisition modalities.

The question we try to answer is: would it be possible to

deploy the relationships between tasks to remove the depen-

dence for labeled data on new domains?
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Figure 1: Our AT/DT framework transfers knowledge

across tasks and domains. Given two tasks (1 and 2) and

two domains (A and B), with supervision for both tasks in

A but only for one task in B, we learn the dependency be-

tween tasks in A and exploit this knowledge in B to solve

task 2 without the need of supervision.

A partial answer to this question has been provided

by [44], which formalizes the relationships between tasks

within a specific domain into a graph referred to as Taskon-

omy. This knowledge can be used to improve performance

within a fully supervised learning scenario, though it is not

clear how well may it generalize to new domains and to

which extent may it be deployed in a partially supervised

scenario (i.e., supervision on only some tasks/domains).

Generalization to new domains is addressed in the domain

adaptation literature [39], that, however, works under the

assumption of solving a single task in isolation, therefore

ignoring potential benefits from related tasks.

We fuse the two worlds by explicitly addressing a cross

domain and cross task problem where on one domain (e.g.,

synthetic data) we have annotations for many tasks, while

in the other (e.g., real data) annotations are available only

for a specific task, though we wish to solve many.

Purposely, we propose a new ‘Across Tasks and

Domains Transfer framework’ (shortened AT/DT) which

learns in a specific domain a function G1→2 to transfer

knowledge between a pair of tasks. After the training phase,

we show that the same function can be applied in a new do-

main to solve the second task while relying on supervision
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only for the first. A schematic representation of AT/DT is

pictured in Fig. 1.

We prove the effectiveness of AT/DT on a challenging

autonomous driving scenario where we address the two re-

lated tasks of depth estimation and semantic segmentation

[30]. Our framework allows the use of fully supervised syn-

thetic datasets (i.e., Synthia [17], and Carla [7]) to dras-

tically boost performance on partially supervised real data

(i.e., Cityscapes [5] and Kitti [11, 28]). Finally, we will also

show how AT/DT is robust to sub-optimal scenarios where

we use only few annotated real samples or noisy supervi-

sion by proxy labels [23, 41, 35]. The novel contributions

of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• According to the definition of task in [44], to the best

of our knowledge we are the first to study a cross do-

main and cross task problem where supervision for all

tasks is available in one domain whilst only for a sub-

set of them in the other.

• We propose a general framework to address the afore-

mentioned problem that learns to transfer knowledge

across tasks and domains

• We show that it is possible to directly learn a map-

ping between features suitable for different tasks in a

first domain and that this function generalizes to un-

seen data both in the source domain as well as in a

second target domain.

2. Related Work

Transfer Learning: The existence of related representa-

tion within CNNs trained for different tasks has been high-

lighted since early works in the field [42]. These early find-

ings have motivated the use of transfer learning strategy to

bootstrap learning across related tasks. For example, object

detection networks are typically initialized with Imagenet

weights [32, 16, 25], although [15] has recently challenged

this paradigm. Luo et al. [27] fuse transfer learning with

domain adaptation to transfer representations across tasks

and domains. However, their definition of tasks deals with

different sets of classes in a classification problem, while

we consider diverse visual tasks as set forth in [44]. Re-

cently Zamir et. al. [44] have tried to formalize and deploy

the idea of reusing information across training processes by

proposing a computational approach to establish relation-

ships among visual tasks represented in a taxonomy. Pal et.

al. [29], propose to use similar knowledge alongside with

meta-learning to learn how to perform a new task within a

zero-shot scenario. Both [44] and [29] assume a shared do-

main across the addressed task, whilst we directly target a

cross domain scenario. Moreover, [44] assumes full super-

vision to be available for all tasks while [29] zero supervi-

sion for the target task, Differently, our work leverages on

full supervision for all tasks in one domain and only partial

supervision in a different (target) domain.

Multi-task Learning: Multi-task learning tries to learn

many tasks simultaneously to obtain more general models

or multiple outputs in a single run [24, 6, 14]. Some re-

cent works have addressed the autonomous driving scenario

[3, 30] so to learn jointly related tasks like depth estima-

tion and semantic segmentation in order to improve perfor-

mance. Kendall et al. [4] additionally consider the instance

segmentation task and show that it is possible to train a sin-

gle network to solve the three tasks by fusing the different

losses through uncertainty estimation. Our work, instead,

directly targets a single task but tries to use the relationship

between related tasks to alleviate the need for annotations.

Domain Adaptation: A recent survey of the domain

adaptation literature can be found in [40]. The idea behind

this field is to learn models that turn out robust when tested

on data sampled from a domain different than the training

one. Earliest approaches such as [12, 13] try to build inter-

mediate representations across domains, while recent ones,

specifically designed for deep learning, focus on adversar-

ial training at either pixel or feature level. Pixel level meth-

ods [34, 47, 2, 31] seek to transform input images from one

domain into the other one using recently proposed image-

to-image translation GANs [48, 22]. Conversely, feature

level methods [20, 26, 38, 37, 9, 45, 36] try to align the

feature representation extracted from CNN across differ-

ent datasets, usually, again, by using GANs. Finally, re-

cent works [33, 19, 46] operate at both pixel and feature

level and focus on a single specific task (usually semantic

segmentation), while our framework leverages information

from different tasks. As such, we argue that our new for-

mulation can be seen as complementary to existing domain

adaptation techniques.

3. Across Task and Domain Transfer Frame-

work

We wish to start with a practical example of the problem

we are trying to solve and how we address it. Let us con-

sider a synthetic and a real domain where we aim to solve

the semantic segmentation task. Annotations come for free

in the synthetic domain while are rather expensive in the

real one. Domain adaptation comes handy for this; how-

ever, we wish to go one step further. May we pick a closely

related task (e.g., depth estimation) where annotations are

available in both domains and use it to boost the perfor-

mance of semantic segmentation on real data? To achieve

this goal we train deep networks for depth and semantic

segmentation on the synthetic domain and learn a mapping

function to transform deep features suitable for depth esti-

mation into deep features suitable for semantic segmenta-

tion. Then we apply the same mapping function on sam-

ples from the real domain to obtain a semantic segmenta-
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Figure 2: Overview of the AT/DT framework. (1) We train network NA∪B
1

to solve T1 (red) with supervision in domain A
(orange) and B (blue) to obtain a shared feature representation across domains, highlighted by blue and orange strips. (2) We

train a network NA
2

to solve T2 (green) on A where labels are available. (3) We learn a network G1→2 that transform features

from T1 to T2 on samples from A. (4) We apply the transfer network on B to solve T2 without the need for annotations.

tion model without the need of semantic labels in the real

domain. In the remainder of this section, we formalize the

AT/DT framework.

3.1. Common Notation

We denote with Tj a generic visual task defined as in

[44]. Let us assume X k to be the set of samples (i.e., im-

ages) belonging to domain k and Yk
j to be the paired set of

annotations for task Tj . In our problem we assumes to have

two domains, A and B, and two tasks, T1 and T2. For the

two tasks we have complete supervision in A, i.e., YA
1

and

YA
2

, but labels only for T1 in B, i.e. YB
1

. We assume each

task Tj to be solvable by a deep neural network Nj , consist-

ing in a feature encoder Ej and a feature decoder Dj , such

that ŷj = Nj(x) = Dj(Ej(x)). The network is trained on

domain k by minimizing a task-specific loss on annotated

samples (xk, ykj ) ∼ (X k,Yk
j ). The result of this training is

a network trained to solve Tj using samples from X k that

we denote as Nk
j .

3.2. Overview

Our work builds on the intuition that if two tasks are

related there should be a function G1→2 : T1 → T2 that

transfer knowledge among them. But what does transferring

knowledge actually means? We will show that this abstract

concept can be implemented by transferring representations

in deep feature spaces. We propose to first train two task

specific networks, N1 and N2, then approximate function

G1→2 by a deep neural network that transforms features ex-

tracted by N1 into corresponding features extracted by N2

(i.e., G1→2 : E1(x) → E2(x)). We train G1→2 by mini-

mizing a reconstruction loss on A, where we have complete

supervision for both tasks, and use it on B to solve T2 hav-

ing supervision only for T1.

Our method can be summarized into the four steps pic-

tured in Fig. 2 and detailed in the following sections:

1. Learn to solve task T1 on domains A and B.

2. Learn to solve task T2 on domain A.

3. Train G1→2 on domain A.

4. Apply G1→2 to solve T2 on domain B.

3.3. Solve T1 on A and B

A network N1 can be trained to solve task T1 on domain

X k by minimizing a task specific supervised loss

LT1
(ŷk

1
, yk

1
); ŷk

1
= N1(x

k). (1)

However, training one network for each domain would

likely result in disjoint feature spaces; we, instead, wish

to have similar representation to ease generalization of
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G1→2 across domains. Therefore, we train a single net-

work, NA∪B
1

, on samples from both domains, i.e., X k =
XA∪XB . Having a common representation ease the learn-

ing of a task transfer mapping valid on both domains though

training it only on A. More details on the impact of having

common or disjoint networks are reported in Sec. 6.2.

3.4. Solve T2 on A

Now we wish to train a network to solve T2, however,

for this task we can only rely on annotated samples from A.

The best we can do is to train a NA
2

minimizing a supervised

loss

LT2
(ŷA

2
, yA

2
); ŷA

2
= N2(x

A). (2)

3.5. Train G1→2 on A

We are now ready to train a task transfer network G1→2

that should learn to remap deep features suitable for T1
into good representations suitable for T2. Given NA∪B

1

and NA
2

we generate a training set with pairs of features

(EA∪B
1

(xA), E2(x
A)) obtained feeding the same input xA

to NA∪B
1

and NA
2

. We use only samples from A for the

training set as it is the only domain where we are reason-

ably sure that the two networks perform well. We optimize

the parameters of G1→2 by minimizing the reconstruction

error between transformed and target features

LTr = ||G1→2(E
A∪B
1

(xA))− EA
2
(xA)))||2, (3)

At the end of the training G1→2 should have learned how to

remap deep features from one space into the other.

Among all the possible splits (E,D) obtained cutting N
at different layers, we select as input for G1→2 the deepest

features, i.e., those at the lowest spatial resolution. We make

this choice because deeper features tend to be less con-

nected to a specific domain and more correlated to higher

level concepts. Therefore, by learning a mapping at this

level we hope to suffer less from domain shift when apply-

ing G1→2 on samples from B. A more in depth discussion

on the choice of E is reported in Sec. 6.1. Additional con-

siderations on the key role of G1→2 in our framework can

be found in the supplementary material.

3.6. Apply G1→2 to solve T2 on B

Now we aim to solve T2 on B. We can use the super-

vision provided for T1 on B to extract good image features

(i.e., EA∪B
1

(xB) ). Then use G1→2 to transform these fea-

tures into good features for T2, and finally decode them

through a suitable decoder DA
2

. The whole system at in-

ference time corresponds to:

ŷB
2

= DA
2
(GA

1→2
(EA∪B

1
(xB))) (4)

Thus, thanks to our novel formulation, we can learn

through supervision the dependencies between two tasks in

a source domain and leverage on them to perform one of the

two tasks in a different target domain where annotations are

not available.

4. Experimental Settings

We describe here the experimental choices made when

testing AT/DT, with additional details provided in the sup-

plementary material due space constraints.

Tasks. To validate the effectiveness of AT/DT, we select

as T1 and T2 semantic segmentation and monocular depth

estimation. In the supplementary material, we report some

promising results also for other tasks. We minimize a cross

entropy loss to train a network for semantic segmentation

while we use a L1 regression loss to train a network for

monocular depth estimation. We choose these two tasks

since they are closely related, as highlighted in recent works

[30, 3, 4], and of clear interest in many practical settings

such as, e.g., autonomous driving. Moreover, as both tasks

require a structured output, they can be addressed by a sim-

ilar network architecture with the only difference being the

number of filters in the final layer: as many as the number

of classes for semantic segmentation and just one for depth

estimation.

Datasets. We consider four different datasets, two syn-

thetic ones, and two real ones. We pick synthetic datasets

as A to learn the mapping across tasks thanks to avail-

ability of free annotations. We use real dataset as B to

benchmark the performance of AT/DT in challenging re-

alistic conditions. As synthetic datasets we have used the

six video sequences of the Synthia-SF dataset [17] (short-

ened as Synthia) and rendered several other sequences with

the Carla simulator [7]. For both datasets, we have split

the data into a train, validation, and test set by subdivid-

ing them at the sequence level (i.e., we have used different

sequences for train, validation, and test). As for the real

datasets, we have used images from the Kitti [11, 28, 10]

and Cityscapes [5] benchmarks. Concerning Kitti, we have

used the 200 images from the Kitti 2012 training set [11]

to benchmark depth estimation and 200 images from the

Kitti 2015 training set with semantic annotations recently

released in [1]. As for Cityscapes, we have used the valida-

tion split to benchmark semantic segmentation and all the

images in the training split. When training depth estimation

networks on Cityscapes, following a procedure similar to

[35] we generate proxy labels by filtering SGM [18] dispar-

ities through confidence measures (left-right check).

Network Architecture. Each task network is imple-

mented as a dilated ResNet50 [43] that compresses an im-

age to 1/16 of the input resolution to extract features. Then

we use several bilinear up-sample and convolutional lay-

ers to regain resolution and get to the final prediction layer.

All the layers of the network feature batch normalization.

We implement the task transfer network (G1→2) as a sim-
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(a)
Synthia Carla Baseline 63.94 54.87 15.21 0.03 13.55 12.78 52.73 27.34 4.88 50.24 79.73 34.12 73.36

Synthia Carla AT/DT 73.57 62.58 26.85 0.00 17.79 37.30 35.27 52.94 17.76 62.99 87.50 43.14 80.00

(b)
Synthia Cityscapes Baseline 6.91 0.68 0.00 0.00 2.47 9.14 3.19 8.90 0.81 25.93 26.86 7.72 28.49

Synthia Cityscapes AT/DT 85.77 29.40 1.23 0.00 3.72 14.55 1.87 8.85 0.38 42.79 67.06 23.24 64.03

(c)

Carla Cityscapes Baseline 71.87 36.53 3.99 6.66 24.33 22.20 66.06 48.12 7.60 60.22 69.05 37.88 74.61

Carla Cityscapes AT/DT 76.44 32.24 4.75 5.58 24.49 24.95 68.98 40.49 10.78 69.38 78.19 39.66 76.37

- Cityscapes Oracle 95.65 77.72 33.02 37.63 65.45 42.087 89.36 89.99 41.36 86.81 89.22 68.02 93.56

Table 1: Experimental results of Dep. → Sem. scenario. Best results highlighted in bold.

ple stack of convolutional and deconvolutional layers that

reduce the input to 1/4 of the input resolution before get-

ting back to the original scale.

Evaluation Protocol. For each test we select two do-

mains (i.e., two datasets, referred to as A and B) and one

direction of task transfer, e.g., from T1 to T2. We will use

Sem. → Dep. when mapping features from semantics to

depth and Dep. → Sem. when switching the two tasks.

For each configuration of datasets and tasks we use AT/DT

to train a cross-task network (G1→2) following the protocol

described in Sec. 3.2, then measure its performance for T2
on B. We compare our method against a Baseline obtained

training a network with supervision for T2 in A (i.e., NA
2

)

and testing it on B. Moreover, we report as a reference the

performance attainable by a Oracle (i.e., a network trained

with supervision on B).

Metrics. Our semantic segmentation networks predict

eleven different classes corresponding to those available in

the Carla simulator plus one additional class for ‘Sky’. To

measure performance, we report two different global met-

rics: pixel accuracy, shortened Acc. (i.e., the percentage

of pixels with a correct label) and Mean Intersection Over

Union, shortened mIoU (computed as detailed in [5]). To

provide more insights on per-class gains we also report

the IoU (intersection-over-union) score computed indepen-

dently for each class.

When testing the depth estimation task we use the stan-

dard metrics described in [8]: Absolute Relative Error (Abs

Rel), Square Relative Error (Sq Rel), Root Mean Square Er-

ror (RMSE), logarithmic RMSE and three δ accuracy scores

(δα being the percentage of predictions whose maximum

between ratio and inverse ratio with respect to the ground

truth is lower than 1.25α).

5. Experimental Results

We subdivide the experimental results in three main sec-

tions: in Sec. 5.1 and Sec. 5.2 we transfer information be-

tween semantic segmentation and depth estimation, while

in Sec. 5.3 we show preliminary results on the integration

of AT/DT with domain adaptation techniques.

5.1. Depth to Semantics

Following the protocol detailed in Sec. 4, we first test

AT/DT when transferring knowledge from the monocular

depth estimation task to the semantic segmentation task, and

report the results in Tab. 1. In this setup, we have supervi-

sion for both tasks in A while only for depth estimation in

B. Therefore, for each configuration, we report the results

obtained performing semantic segmentation on B without

any domain-specific supervision.

We begin our investigation by studying the task trans-

fer in a purely synthetic environment, where we can have

perfect annotations for all tasks and domains, i.e., we use

Synthia and Carla as A and B, respectively. The results

obtained by AT/DT and a transfer learning baseline are

reported in Tab. 1-(a). Comparing the two rows we can

clearly see that our method boost performance by +9.02%

and +6,64%, for mIoU and Acc, respectively, thanks to the

additional knowledge transferred from the depth estimation

task.

The same performance boost holds when considering a

far more challenging domain transfer between synthetic and

real data, i.e., Tab. 1-(b) (Synthia → Cityscapes) and Tab. 1-

(c) (Carla → Cityscapes). In both scenarios, our AT/DT im-

proves the two averaged metrics (mIoU and Acc.) and most

of the per class scores, with gain as large as +78,86% for

the Road class in (b). Overall AT/DT consistently improves

predictions for the more interesting classes in autonomous

driving scenarios, e.g., Road, Person. . . . The main diffi-

culties for AT/DT seems to deal with transferring knowl-

edge for classes where depth estimation is particularly hard

(e.g., Vegetation, where synthetic data have far from opti-

mal annotations, or thin structures like Poles and Fences).

Indeed our model in Tab. 1-(c) is still far from the perfor-

mance obtainable by the same Oracle network trained with

supervision on B for T2. However we wish to point out that
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Lower is better Higher is better

A B Method Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ1 δ2 δ3

(a)
Synthia Carla Baseline 0.632 8.922 13.464 0.664 0.323 0.578 0.733

Synthia Carla AT/DT 0.316 5.485 11.712 0.458 0.553 0.785 0.880

(b)

Carla Cityscapes Baseline 0.667 13.500 16.875 0.593 0.276 0.566 0.770

Carla Cityscapes AT/DT 0.394 5.837 13.915 0.435 0.337 0.749 0.899

Cityscapes Cityscapes Oracle 0.176 3.116 9.645 0.256 0.781 0.921 0.969

(c)

Carla Kitti Baseline 0.500 10.602 10.772 0.487 0.384 0.723 0.853

Carla Kitti AT/DT 0.439 8.263 9.148 0.421 0.483 0.788 0.891

- Kitti Oracle 0.265 2.256 5.696 0.319 0.672 0.859 0.939

Table 2: Experimental results of Sem. → Dep. scenario. Best results highlighted in bold.

in this scenario we do not use any annotation at all on the

real Cityscapes data, since we automatically generate noisy

proxy labels for depth from synchronized stereo frames fol-

lowing [35].

The top row of Fig. 3 show qualitative results on

Cityscapes where AT/DT produces clearly better semantic

maps than the baseline network.

5.2. Semantics to Depth

Following the protocol detailed in Sec. 4, we test AT/DT

when transferring features from semantic segmentation to

monocular depth estimation. In this setup, we have com-

plete supervision for both tasks in A and only for seman-

tic segmentation in B. For each configuration we report in

Tab. 2 the results obtained performing monocular depth es-

timation on B without any domain-specific supervision.

The first pair of rows (i.e., Tab. 2-(a)) reports results

when transferring knowledge across two synthetic domains.

The use of knowledge coming from semantic features helps

AT/DT to predict better depths resulting in consistent im-

provements in all the seven metrics with respect to the base-

line. The same gains hold for tests concerning real datasets

(i.e., Tab. 2-(b) with Cityscapes and Tab. 2-(c) with Kitti),

where the deployment of AT/DT always results in a clear

advantage against the baseline. We wish to point out how on

Tab. 2-(c) we report a result where AT/DT use very few an-

notated samples from B (i.e., only the 200 images annotated

with semantic labels released by [1]). Comparing Tab. 2-

(c) to Tab. 2-(b) we can see how the low data regime of

Kitti results in slightly smaller gains, as also testified by the

difference among oracle performances in the two datasets.

Nevertheless AT/DT consistently yields improvements with

respect to the baseline for all the seven metrics. We believe

that these results provide some assurances on the effective-

ness of AT/DT with respect to the amount of available data

per task. Finally, the bottom row of Fig. 3 shows qualita-

tive results on monocular depth estimation on Cityscapes:

we can clearly observe how AT/DT provides significant im-

provements over the baseline, especially on far objects.

5.3. Integration with Domain Adaptation

All the results of Sec. 5.1 and Sec. 5.2 are obtained learn-

ing a mapping function across tasks in a domain and de-

ploying it in another one. Therefore, both the transfer net-

work G1→2 and the baseline we consider, can indeed suffer

from domain shift issues. Fortunately, the domain adapta-

tion literature provides several different strategies to over-

come domain shifts that are complementary to our AT/DT.

We provide here some preliminary results on how the two

approaches may be combined together. We consider a pixel-

level domain adaptation technique, i.e., CycleGan [48], that

transforms images from B to render them more similar to

those from A. In Tab. 3, we report results obtained for a

Dep. → Sem. scenario using Carla as A and Cityscapes

as B. The pixel level domain alignment of CycleGAN (row

(c)) proves particularly effective in this scenario, yielding a

huge boost when compared to the baseline (row (a)), even

greater then the gain granted by AT/DT (row (b)). How-

ever, we can see how the best average results (i.e., mIoU

and Acc.) can be obtained combining our cross task frame-

work (AT/DT) with the pixel level domain adaptation pro-

vided by CycleGAN (row (d)). Considering the scores on

single classes, instead, there is no clear winner among the

four considered methods, with different algorithms provid-

ing higher accuracy for different classes. In Tab. 4 we re-

port results obtained on a Sem. → Dep. scenario using

the same pair of domains and the same four methods. Sur-

prisingly, when targeting depth estimation CycleGAN (row

(c)) is not as effective as before and actually worsen sig-

nificantly the performance of the baseline (row (a)). Our

AT/DT is instead more robust to the task being addressed

and in this scenario can improve the baseline when com-

bined with CycleGAN (row (d)) and obtain the best overall

results when applied alone (row (a)).

6. Additional Experiments

We report additional tests to shine light on some of the

design choices made when developing AT/DT. Moreover,
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Input Baseline AT/DT GT

Figure 3: Qualitative results for A: Carla to B: Cityscapes. First row shows Dep. → Sem. scenario while second row shows

Sem. → Dep. setting. From left to right RGB input, baseline predictions, AT/DT predictions, ground-truth images.
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mIoU Acc

(a) Baseline 71.87 36.53 3.99 6.66 24.33 22.20 66.06 48.12 7.60 60.22 69.05 37.88 74.61

(b) AT/DT 76.44 32.24 4.75 5.58 24.49 24.95 68.98 40.49 10.78 69.38 78.19 39.66 76.37

(c) CycleGAN 81.58 39.15 6.08 5.31 30.22 21.73 77.71 50.00 8.33 68.35 77.22 42.33 80.93

(d) AT/DT + CycleGAN 85.19 41.37 5.44 3.02 29.90 24.07 71.93 58.09 7.53 70.90 77.78 43.20 81.92

Table 3: Experimental results of integration with domain adaptation techniques. We show results of A: Carla to B: Cityscapes

and Dep. → Sem. scenario. Best results highlighted in bold.
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Figure 4: Study on feature level for task transfer from Syn-

thia to Cityscapes and Dep. → Sem. scenario. Deeper

levels correspond to higher generalization performances.

in the supplementary material we propose an experimental

study focused on highlighting the importance of G1→2, in

particular comparing our proposal to an end-to-end multi-

task network featuring a shared encoder and two task de-

pendent decoders.

6.1. Study on the Transfer Level

For all the previous tests we split N between E and

D at the layer corresponding to the lowest spatial resolu-

tion. We pick this split based on the intuition that deeper

layers yield more abstract representations, thus less cor-

related to specific domain information, while lower level

features are more domain dependent. Therefore, learning

G1→2 between shallower layers should lead to less gener-

alization ability across domains. To validate this intuition,

we run experiments aimed at measuring performance for

the Dep. → Sem. scenario (Synthia → Cityscapes) when

varying the network layer at which we split N into E and

D. We consider four different feature levels correspond-

ing to residual blocks at increasing depth in ResNet50.

For each of them we train a transfer network on domain

A and then measure mIoU and Acc. testing on unseen

images from A (i.e. DA
2
(GA

1→2
(EAuB

1
(xA)))) and B (i.e.

DA
2
(GA

1→2
(EAuB

1
(xB)))). The results are plotted in Fig. 4.

Considering Acc. (top plot) we can see how in-domain

performance are almost equivalent at the different feature

levels (orange line), while cross-domain performance in-

crease when considering deeper feature levels (blue line).

This pattern is even more pronounced when considering

mIoU (bottom plot), where in-domain performance actu-

ally decreases alongside with deeper feature, whilst cross-

domain performance increases. These results validate our

intuition that deeper features are less domain specific and

may lead to better generalization to unseen domains.
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Lower is better Higher is better

Method Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ1 δ2 δ3

(a) Baseline 0.667 13.499 16.875 0.593 0.276 0.566 0.770

(b) AT/DT 0.394 5.837 13.915 0.435 0.337 0.749 0.899

(c) CycleGAN 0.943 27.026 21.666 0.695 0.218 0.478 0.690

(d) AT/DT+CycleGAN 0.563 10.789 15.636 0.489 0.247 0.668 0.861

Table 4: Experimental results of comparison and integration with domain adaptation techniques. We show results of A: Carla

to B: Cityscapes and Sem. → Dep. scenario. Best results highlighted in bold.

Shared Domain mIoU Acc.

✗ A 61.73 97.02

✓ A 65.41 97.53

✗ B 6.42 29.36

✓ B 23.24 (+16.82) 64.03 (+34.67)

Table 5: Study on Shared vs Non-Shared NA∪B
1

. We show

a A: Synthia to B: Carla and Dep. → Sem. scenario. Per-

formance improvement highlighted in bold.

6.2. Shared vs NonShared N1

Throughout this work we have always trained a single

network for T1 with samples from A and B. The rationale

behind this choice is to have a single feature extractor for

both domains such that G1→2 trained only on samples from

A would be able to generalize well to samples from B as

they are sampled from a similar distribution.

Here we experimentally validate this intuition by com-

paring a shared NA∪B
1

against the use of two separate net-

works, one trained on samples from A (NA
1

) and the other

with samples from B (NB
1

). We consider a Dep. → Sem.
scenario where we use Synthia as domain A and Cityscapes

as B. In Tab. 5 we report the mIoU and Acc. achieved on un-

seen samples from the two domains. On the training domain

A both methods are able to obtain good results, slightly bet-

ter for the shared network, probably thanks to the higher

variety of data used for training. However, when moving

to the completely different domain B, it is clear that main-

taining the same feature extractor is of crucial importance

to be able to use the same G1→2. This test suggests the in-

teresting findings that feature extracted by the exact same

network architecture trained for the exact same tasks in two

different domains are quite different. Therefore to correctly

apply G1→2 we need to take into account these difficulties.

6.3. Batch Normalization

We investigate the impact on performance of using task

networks with or without batch normalization layers [21].

Our intuition is that the introduction of batch normalization

yields more similar features across domains and smaller nu-

Batchnorm Domain mIoU Acc.

✗ A 72.48 98.09

✓ A 65.41 97.53

✗ B 22.75 58.29

✓ B 23.24 (+0.49) 64.03 (+5.74)

Table 6: Ablation Study on Batch Normalization. We show

a A: Synthia to B: Cityscapes and Dep. → Sem. scenario.

Performance improvement highlighted in bold.

merical values, making the training of G1→2 easier and nu-

merically more stable. In Tab. 6 we report results for the

Dep. → Sem. scenario when employing Synthia as A and

Cityscapes as B. As expected, batch normalization yields

representations more similar between domains, thus lead-

ing to better generalization performances on B. Counter-

intuitively, we also notice that results on A are worse with

batch normalization, perhaps due to mapping features from

T1 to T2 being harder when these lay within a more con-

strained space.

7. Conclusion and Future Works

We have shown that it is possible to learn a mapping

function to transform deep representations suitable for spe-

cific tasks into others amenable to different ones. Our meth-

ods allows for leveraging on easy to annotate domains to

solve tasks in scenarios where annotations would be costly.

We have shown promising results obtained by applying our

framework to two tasks (semantic segmentation and monoc-

ular depth estimation) and four different domains (two syn-

thetic domains and two real domains). In future work, we

plan to investigate on the effectiveness and robustness of

our framework when addressing other tasks. In this respect,

Taskonomy [44] may guide us in identifying tightly related

visual tasks likely to enable effective transfer of learned rep-

resentations. We have also shown preliminary results con-

cerning how our framework may be fused with standard do-

main adaptation strategies in order to further ameliorate per-

formance. We believe that finding the best strategy to fuse

the two worlds is a novel and exciting research avenue set

forth by our paper.
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